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Dos And Taboos Around The
Campus Voice is an initiative by ThePrint where young Indians get an opportunity to express their opinions on a prevalent issue.
It is time to break taboo around mental health and begin conversations on it
Privacy Policy I’m a 25-year-old bi woman who, ever since I was a young teen, has had a persistent sexual fantasy about older women—like, 40 and above. It’s been a constant thing that I fantasize ...
I Know My Taboo Sexual Fantasy Is Unusual for a Woman. How Do I Do It Anyway?
But despite being patently one of the most dangerous sports, the issue remains somewhat taboo and underexplored in boxing. One man seeking to rectify this problem is Tris Dixon. The journalist, who ...
'I had no idea about this' - Boxing's biggest taboo and the man seeking to highlight it
As I read every few pages of Hollie McNish’s delightful new book, I was smiling, teeth out – not something I catch myself doing alone all that often. Slug… and other things I’ve been told to hate is a ...
Hollie McNish busts taboos about puberty, periods and breastfeeding in the brilliant Slug
Commentary: New platforms like Venmo and Reddit are shattering old taboos about discussing money. Is that a good thing?
Social media is all theater. Your personal finance is the next act
Some women go through this time with few, if any, symptoms, around 60 percent experience symptoms ... that’s fine, you can do all of that on the outside as much as you possibly can or as much ...
Sophie Wessex discusses taboos around women's health including menopause
Throughout history, menstruation has been assigned roles that ranged from defining a woman’s status and social role to being seen as a curse.
Men's fear and misconceptions around menstruation are unnecessary
Why some people choose to be childfree, why others regret aspects of parenthood and why those conversations are still difficult — even in 2021.
Childfree by Choice, Regretting Parenthood and the Taboo of Freedom
When Birdies founders Bianca Gates and Marisa Sharkey were living in New York City in the early 2000s, "Sex and the City" was the hottest show on television and women walked 15 city blocks in ...
As We Emerge From Lockdown, Birdies Has Taken The Taboo Out Of Wearing Slippers In Public
I know I found, and many men find these conversations difficult to have, which is why this campaign aims to help break down the taboos around ‘hard topics’ and ... While doctors may need to do more, I ...
New campaign launches to break down taboos around prostate cancer treatment side effects
From periods and acne to sex toys and toilet plungers, DTC brands are out to disrupt every eyebrow-raising industry under the sun.
The business of normalizing taboo topics
Hence, the inception of the birth doula—a nonmedical caregiver who assisted pregnant women in the transition to motherhood. I am a death doula, or what is now more commonly termed an end-of-life doula ...
How End-of-Life Doulas Help Ease the Final Transition
A new Master your Money survey found that Americans are most likely to talk about current events and least likely to bring up finances with friends.
A survey of 2,000 Americans found they're more likely to talk about politics and relationships with their friends than money
The small business targets sex toys and language around ... how do I say this word?' A lot of the responses were, 'It doesn't exist.'" "Even to that older generation, it's so taboo that ...
How a Tamil woman's sex toy company is breaking taboos in the South Asian community
Three women are hoping to break taboos around female health in relation to fitness through a new digital platform. Former British rower Baz Moffat, Dr Bella Smith and former Olympic sport ...
Women launch digital platform to 'break taboos around female health'
Stock, a professor of philosophy at the University of Sussex, says the key question she addresses – itself offensive to many – is this: do trans women ... “There’s a taboo against saying ...
Kathleen Stock: taboo around gender identity has chilling effect on academics
Dr Smith, of Woodbridge, Suffolk, said sport science revolves around men. She said ... She said they hoped to bring "taboos and stigmas into the mainstream, helping women train with and not ...
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